
Monday
10/14/2019

Teacher Duty Day

Tuesday
10/15/2019

*NOTES*

MATH
Adding, Subtracting,
Multiplying Decimals
Summative

Standards
MAFS.5.NBT.2.7 Add,
subtract, multiply, and divide
decimals to hundredths,
using concrete models or
drawings and strategies
based on place value,
properties of operations, and/
or the relationship between
addition and subtraction;
relate the strategy to a written
method and explain the
reasoning used. (DOK 2)

Attachments
MultiplyAddSubtractDecimalsSummative.doc

RESOURCES

RTI/ENRICHMENT

SCIENCE
LEARNING TARGET:
I can explain the difference
between weather and
climate.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS: Weather/climate
probe to review weather

Wednesday
10/16/2019

*NOTES*

MATH
LEARNING TARGET: I can
divide up to 4-digits by
2-digits.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS:
• Division Pre-Test (morning

work)
• WARM UP: Preparing for

long division worksheet
• Review division and how it

relates to multiplication
with basic scenarios.

• Review dividend = the
number you are breaking
apart or dividing by (your
total) and divisor = the
number of times you are
dividing by or the number
of equal groups

• Teach how to solve for
whole-number quotients
with up to 4-digit dividends
and 2-digit divisors

• 1 Digit Divisors:
http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=LGqBQrUYua4

• 2 Digit Divisors:
http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=HdU_rf7eMTI&t=357s

**Must write remainders as
a fraction:

Thursday
10/17/2019

*NOTES*

MATH
LEARNING TARGET: I can
divide up to 4-digits by
2-digits.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS:
• Continue practicing

standard algorithm
(4-digits divided by
2-digits)

Independent:
• Exit Slip: Dividing by

2-Digit Divisors Form A
Centers:
Small Group: Dividing by
1-digit divisors
Technology: IXL D.4 & H.4
(Must get to 80%), iReady
Interactive Notebook:
Daily Math Journal:
Application: Division project
packet
Task Cards:
Problem of the Day:
Enrichment:
Remediation:

ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE: area model,
dividend, divisor, factor,
product, quotient, rectangular
array, standard algorithm
Standards

MAFS.5.NBT.2.6 Find
whole-number quotients of

Friday
10/18/2019

*NOTES*

MATH
LEARNING TARGET: I can
divide up to 4-digits by
2-digits.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS:
• Continue practicing

standard algorithm
(4-digits divided by
2-digits)

Independent:
• Exit Slip: Dividing by

2-Digit Divisors Form B
Centers:
Small Group: Dividing by
1-digit divisors
Technology: IXL D.4 & H.4
(Must get to 80%), iReady
Interactive Notebook:
Daily Math Journal:
Application: Division project
packet
Task Cards:
Problem of the Day:
Enrichment:
Remediation:

ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE: area model,
dividend, divisor, factor,
product, quotient, rectangular
array, standard algorithm

RESOURCES
Attachments
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and climate. Using anchor
chart review what makes
weather.
• Review weather vs.

climate Kahoot:
http://create.kahoot.it/
details/weather-or-climate/
84f048f9-fc41-4dac-8675-83b8a046ad53

•

APPLICATION: SW take the
weather vs climate
formative assessment.

ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE: environment,
fair weather, stormy weather,
weather components (air
pressure, humidity,
precipitation, wind direction,
wind speed), weather tools
(barometer, thermometer,
hygrometer, rain gauge, wind
vane, anemometer)

RESOURCES: ipad
Standards

SC.5.E.7.3 Recognize how
air temperature, barometric
pressure, humidity, wind
speed and direction, and
precipitation determine the
weather in a particular place
and time. (DOK 2)
SC.5.E.7.4 Distinguish
among the various forms of
precipitation (rain, snow,
sleet, and hail), making
connections to the weather in
a particular place and time.

Independent:
• Exit Slip: Dividing by

1-Digit Divisors
Centers:
Small Group: Dividing by
1-digit divisors
Technology: IXL D.4 & H.4
(Must get to 80%), iReady
Interactive Notebook:
Daily Math Journal:
Application: Division project
packet
Task Cards:
Problem of the Day:
Enrichment:
Remediation:

ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE: area model,
dividend, divisor, factor,
product, quotient, rectangular
array, standard algorithm
Attachments
Preparingforlongdivision.pdf

RESOURCES

whole numbers with up to
four-digit dividends and two-
digit divisors, using strategies
based on place value, the
properties of operations, and/
or the relationship between
multiplication and division.
Illustrate and explain the
calculation by using
equations, rectangular arrays,
and/or area models. (DOK 2)

Attachments
ICANDivideandMultWholeNumber.pdf
InterpretingRemaindersDivisionTaskCards.pdf
MathJournalPromptBUNDLE5thGrade.zip

RESOURCES

RTI/ENRICHMENT

SCIENCE
LEARNING TARGET: I can
explain the difference
between environments and
climate zones.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILL: SW continue with
poster project.

APPLICATION: SW work on
biome collaboration
posters.

ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE: environment,
fair weather, stormy weather,
weather components (air
pressure, humidity,

DivisionProject.zip

RTI/ENRICHMENT

SCIENCE
LEARNING TARGET: I can
explain the difference
between environments and
climate zones.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILL: SW finish posters.
Formative benchmark

APPLICATION: SW work on
the collaboration posters
for biomes.

ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE: environment,
fair weather, stormy weather,
weather components (air
pressure, humidity,
precipitation, wind direction,
wind speed), weather tools
(barometer, thermometer,
hygrometer, rain gauge, wind
vane, anemometer)

RESOURCES:
Attachments
BenchmarkReviewSC.5.E.7.32.pdf
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(DOK 3)
SC.5.E.7.6 Describe
characteristics (temperature
and precipitation) of different
climate zones as they relate
to latitude, elevation, and
proximity to bodies of water.
(DOK 3)
SC.5.E.7.5 Recognize that
some of the weather-related
differences, such as
temperature and humidity,
are found among different
environments, such as
swamps, deserts, and
mountains. (DOK 2)

Attachments
ClimateZonesFoldable.pdf
WeathervsClimateFormative.docx
WorldClimaticZonesworksheetmapactivity4.pdf

DIVISION RESOURCES
Attachments
5.nbt.6interactivenotebook.pdf
5thGradeDividingWholeNumbersLeadingtoFractionsTaskCards.pdf
DifferentiatedLongDivisionScavengerHuntHotDiggityDogDivision.pdf
DivisionInterprettheRemainderTaskCards.pdf
DivisionTaskCardswithQRCodesLevelA.zip
DivisionUsingPartialQuotientsandAreaModel.pdf
FlipforMathStepbyStepFlipBookDividingUsingPartialQuotientMethod.pdf
LongDivisionColorbyNumberDoandDesign.zip
LongDivisionStepbyStep.pdf
MultiplicationandDivisionProjectBasedLearningPBLandEnrichment.pdf
RollandAnswerCommonCoreMathCentersNBT.pdf
ScaffoldedLongDivisionPracticePacket28pagesofdifferentiatedproblems.pdf
TwoDigitDivisionColorbyNumbernoremainders.pdf

SCIENCE
LEARNING TARGET: I can
explain the difference
between environments and
climate zones.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/
SKILLS: SW use the World
Climate Zones with teacher
to talk about the different
zones.
• Climate Zones-point out

the location of major
climate zones (polar,
tropical, and temperate)
on a globe and have
students label them on a
map (attached)

precipitation, wind direction,
wind speed), weather tools
(barometer, thermometer,
hygrometer, rain gauge, wind
vane, anemometer)

RESOURCES:
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• Compare precipitation and
temperature of these
climate zones

• Have students locate and
label the equator (0
degrees latitude) and
Florida and explain how
location to the equator
affects climate
(temperature and
precipitation)

• Thinking map: what other
things affect climate? Hint:
why is Florida's climate
much warmer and rainier
than NC's climate?
◦ Mountains/valleys
◦ Proximity to bodies of

water (coastal vs.
inland, sea breeze,
ocean currents)

• DISCUSS: Florida’s
temperate climate,
proximity to the ocean,
and geography make it
vulnerable to a number of
potential natural disaster
threats (e.g., hurricanes,
tropical storms, tornadoes,
wildfires, flooding).

APPLICATION: SW take
notes and highlight the
separation of climate
zones. Glue into interactive
notebook.

ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE: environment,
fair weather, stormy weather,
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weather components (air
pressure, humidity,
precipitation, wind direction,
wind speed), weather tools
(barometer, thermometer,
hygrometer, rain gauge, wind
vane, anemometer)

RESOURCES:
Attachments
EcosystemsUnitBundlewithBiomesCollaborativePosters.zip
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